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Social media is a powerful platform for unofficial, 
real-time communication, and we’re listening. SCHA and 
Solvent Networks are monitoring social media 
conversations about COVID-19 and related issues to 
understand what’s on the minds of our important 
audiences. This issue of Listening, a Solvent Insights 
report, focuses on COVID-19 conversations during 
SCHA’s Healthcare Heroes Truck statewide tour and 
reopening South Carolina. Data and analysis are 
provided by Clemson University’s Social Media 
Listening Center. 
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Healthcare Heroes Truck 
  
Clemson scanned conversations in South Carolina from May 6 – 12 to track conversations 
about SCHA’s Healthcare Heroes Truck, a traveling digital billboard that visited hospitals 
across the state to deliver messages of appreciation and support for frontline healthcare 
workers. The tour was SCHA’s way of recognizing National Nurses Week and National 
Hospital Week. The billboards also promoted two fundraising campaigns supporting 
healthcare workers. 
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Executive Overview 
● #ProtectTheHeroes is a widely used hashtag with more than 10 million posts 

worldwide during the week, but mostly without reference to the American Hospital 
Association’s fundraiser 

● There were few mentions about the Southern Tide Healthcare Heroes collection 
● #SCHealthcareHeroes, the official hashtag of the heroes truck, was affiliated in 

posts from SCHA, media and numerous hospitals. There was low engagement 
about the truck from individual accounts. 

● Activity peaked at the beginning of the campaign and 
 
Twitter 

● 269 tweets with the hashtag #SCHealthcareHeroes 
● 75% positive sentiment  - 25% neutral 
● @JudiGatson, @SCChamber, and @Ghs_org were the main influencers in this 

conversation 
  
Instagram: 

● 25 posts for #SCHealthCareHeroes 
● 8 contributors 
● 2,502 follower reach 
● 5,684 follower impressions 
● 25 posts 
● 455 likes 
● 31 comments 

Common themes from May 6-12 (campaign duration): 
Facebook 

● 3 posts made related to the Healthcare Heroes Collection 
•   One from SC Hospital Association 
•   One from Southern Tide 
•   One from a third party 

• One post with comments; sentiments were positive 
● Several mentions for the #ProtectTheHeroes. 
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Twitter 
● 2 tweets related to the Southern Tide collection from May 6-12 
● 32 total tweets from May 6-12 for Protect the Heroes 
● 89.3% positive sentiment 
● #ProtectTheHeroes used, but mostly in tweets not related to the fundraiser 

  
Instagram 

● 14 posts for to #ProtectTheHeroes 
• 12 contributors 
• 77,010 follower reach 
• 137,912 follower impressions 
• 1,732 likes 
• 73 comments 
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Top Keywords 
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Top Entities 
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Sentiment 

 

Sentiment by source 
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Emotional Comparison 

 

Reopening South Carolina   
Clemson also tracked conversations from May 8 - 15 about reopening South Carolina as 
indoor dining, more retail businesses, malls and close-contact businesses were given the 
go-ahead to reopen with restrictions. Keywords: Henry McMaster, testing, ReopenSC, 
accelerateSC 
  
Media Trends 

● Largest spike on May 8th with 293 tweets 
○ The conversation was largely focused on the Governor’s announcement to 

reopen restaurants in a limited capacity 
■ Overall sentiment score was 57.8% negative 

● Some say the Governor does not have people’s best interest in mind 
● Others say the data does not support this decision 
● Others are happy about the decision to reopen the state 

○ Another spike on May 11th with 223 tweets 
■ On this date McMaster announced close contact businesses could 

begin reopening on May 18th 

■ Reactions were mixed with 55.1% of the tweets negative 
■ Others are glad life is returning to some resemblance of normal 
■ People are talking about going to gyms, getting haircuts, eating at 

restaurants, going to malls. 
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Latest Activity by Source 
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Top Entities 

 

Sentiment 
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Sentiment by Source 

 
 
 
Twitter 

● 2.6 thousand tweets from May 7-May 14 
● Reopening keyword group has 57.2% of the share of voice followed by Governor 

McMaster at 34.3% and AccelerateSC with 8.5% 
● Top hashtag was #Breaking 

○ Referring to the news that Governor McMaster is lifting restrictions on close 
contact businesses such as hair salons, barber shops, tattoo parlors, gyms, 
fitness centers, pools, etc. 

 
Instagram 

● #ReopenSC is not talked about on Instagram nearly as much as it is on Twitter 
○ Since April 8th, there have only been 132 posts using the hashtag 
○ The high for a single day is 11 and the average is 4.4 posts a day 
○ The posts have managed to reach more than 77k followers 
○ The posts have totaled 4.7k likes and 387 comments 

● Columbia is the most tagged city with eight posts followed by Irmo with six 
● Common themes include restaurants and small businesses reopening and angry 

citizens who want life to return to normal 
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Facebook 
● The top posts for reopening SC over the past week have come from news channels 
● Fox8 posted a question asking if people agreed with the governor’s decision 

○ Significantly more people in the comments were responding yes rather than 
no 

○ Common responses included 
■ Yes, I am unemployed and want to get back to work 
■ Yes, just follow the social distancing rules and guidelines 
■ Yes, if you are scared of the virus then just stay home 
■ Yes, and NC needs to reopen too 

● WSOC-TV and WIS TV also posted about the state reopening 
○ There were more negative comments and concerns found in these replies 
○ Common responses included 

■ People saying they will watch from afar as others test things out during 
reopening 

■ The state is moving too fast and needs to reconsider opening up so 
quickly 

■ People concerned that the state is disregarding data to improve the 
economy 

■ People who predict this will cause a second wave in the state 
■ People curious when they can go back to church 
■ People sharing news reports that South Carolinians are bad at social 

distancing 
 

● There are two main groups with around 100 posts a day 
○ Reopen SC 
○ Reopen South Carolina / Patriots Against Governmental Overreach 

■ Majority of posts in these groups favor reopening the state 
■ Other posts are news articles providing updates 
■ There are also several conspiracy posts calling Dr. Fauci and the virus 

itself a fraud 
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https://www.thestate.com/news/coronavirus/article242368386.html?fbclid=IwAR3X8HfBt241AzFwks0QgACow37nk3YLOnaP3Yh1JRkw-MGYSTw1Hss_WZY
https://www.thestate.com/news/coronavirus/article242368386.html?fbclid=IwAR3X8HfBt241AzFwks0QgACow37nk3YLOnaP3Yh1JRkw-MGYSTw1Hss_WZY
https://www.facebook.com/groups/513418202663324/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1634886923316790/?ref=br_rs


   
 

Reddit 
Reopening SC is a popular topic on Reddit over the past week and discussions can be 
found in various subreddits. Interestingly, there were few no comments under these posts 
from people who are pro-reopening. Almost all of the responses are from people who think 
the state is moving too fast and not abiding by strict enough regulations and medical advice 

● All South Carolina restaurants can reopen for in-person dining Monday 
○ Cautious: “That said, I’m not ready to go back to dine-in. My state (Georgia) 

has had restaurants open for two weeks now, but I’m still sticking to curbside 
pickup.” 

● South Carolina is allowing gyms, spas, and other close contact businesses to open 
Monday, May 18th 

○ Against: “I was a daily gym goer. I would not go back if they opened tomorrow 
or next week or in a month. Don’t care how much I sanitize myself, I don’t 
trust others to do so or to not come in even after known exposure or when 
sick.” 

○ Against: “We as a state are doing a terrible job of social distancing, wearing 
face masks, etc. Our restaurants opened for indoor dining yesterday. It's 
going to make things so much worse.” 

○ Concerned: “My job at a hair salon opened yesterday. I’m not going back.” 
“This isn't going to end well.” “Tragedy in the making” 

● South Carolina Dead Last in Virus Testing Rate 
○ Discussions of how difficult it is to even get tested: 

● “I was sick with flu symptoms, stomach problems, and a dry cough that lasted 10 
days. I called Prisma and my doctor trying to get a test. I was told I had a cold and 
wasn't able to get a test because my temperature was only 99.9 instead of 100.4.” 

● “I had to try with Prisma 4 different times because I didn’t have a fever. I had every 
other symptom though. They kept telling me it was just an upper respiratory 
infection. They finally tested me and guess what? I was positive.” 

○ Crowds gather in Five Points as pandemic restrictions lifted 
○ Skepticism: “Anyone want to guess how long until our second infection rate is 

high enough to merit another quarantine?”; “30 days. And the final two weeks 
of that is only due to denial of the reality we have created.” 

● Fauci praises South Carolina's coronavirus response as one he would 'almost want 
to clone' 

○ Skepticism: 
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https://www.reddit.com/r/Coronavirus/comments/gg14du/all_south_carolina_restaurants_can_reopen_for/
https://www.reddit.com/r/Coronavirus/comments/giaif1/south_carolina_is_allowing_gyms_spas_and_other/
https://www.reddit.com/r/Coronavirus/comments/giaif1/south_carolina_is_allowing_gyms_spas_and_other/
https://www.reddit.com/r/southcarolina/comments/gg56z4/south_carolina_dead_last_in_virus_testing_rate/
https://www.reddit.com/r/southcarolina/comments/gdworu/crowds_gather_in_five_points_as_pandemic/
https://www.reddit.com/r/southcarolina/comments/gilfeg/fauci_praises_south_carolinas_coronavirus/
https://www.reddit.com/r/southcarolina/comments/gilfeg/fauci_praises_south_carolinas_coronavirus/


   
 

■ “Additionally, South Carolina ranks the lowest in the country on testing 
per capita and has received an F on the Social Distancing scorecard. 
So now I'm just wondering what people in this thread really were 
thinking that was praiseworthy as far as our response to this has 
been...” 

■ “What Tim Scott said we're doing is not what is actually happening. It's 
a great plan on paper but SC is not testing and people are not social 
distancing AT ALL. South Carolina’s coronavirus testing numbers are 
some of the worst in the US, data shows 
https://www.thestate.com/news/coronavirus/article242598836.html” 
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https://www.thestate.com/news/coronavirus/article242598836.html
https://www.thestate.com/news/coronavirus/article242598836.html

